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Based on AMCÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s The Walking Dead, this blood-curdling pop-up book brings the hit TV

series to life like never before. Lurking within its pages are more than twenty ingeniously crafted

pop-ups that add a horrifying new dimension to the series. Experience the terror of Ã¢â‚¬Å“Bicycle

GirlÃ¢â‚¬Â• reaching out with her decaying arms; the ravenous walker hordes crowding the streets

of Atlanta; MichonneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s deadly katana skills; and the horror of a walker feeding frenzy. Plus,

go inside some of the most memorable locations from the television series and discover the

battle-torn West Georgia Correctional Facility, Hershel GreeneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s doomed farm, and the

gut-wrenching secrets of Terminus. Featuring ten pages packed with exclusive pop-up illustrations

and blood-drenched action, AMCÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s The Walking Dead: The Pop-Up Book is a uniquely

terrifying way to experience the walker apocalypse. The Walking Dead Ã‚Â© 2015 AMC Film

Holdings LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Based on AMCÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s The Walking Dead, this blood-curdling pop-up book brings the hit TV

series to life like never before. Lurking within its pages are more than twenty ingeniously crafted

pop-ups that add a horrifying new dimension to the series. Experience the terror of &#147;Bicycle

GirlÃ¢â‚¬Â• reaching out with her decaying arms; the ravenous walker hordes crowding the streets

of Atlanta; MichonneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s deadly katana skills; and the horror of a walker feeding frenzy. Plus,

go inside some of the most memorable locations from the television series and discover the



battle-torn West Georgia Correctional Facility, Hershel GreeneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s doomed farm, and the

gut-wrenching secrets of Terminus. Featuring ten pages packed with exclusive pop-up illustrations

and blood-drenched action, AMCÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s The Walking Dead: The Pop-Up Book is a uniquely

terrifying way to experience the walker apocalypse.The Walking Dead Ã‚Â© 2015 AMC Film

Holdings LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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universes of Star Trek, Aliens, Alien vs. Predator, and Resident Evil, among others.

Hey walking dead fans and pop up book collectors! If your a fan of this stuff then prepare to be

Dazzled ! What we have here is like nothing you've seen before . These aren't the pop up books I

grew up with . No no , this is paper art engineering of the highest order ! A brain buffet of

unimaginable order ! Even Rick Grimes would wince once or twice at this blaster piece !! I've been

through a lot in my lifetime ( haven't we all ,) and seen many strange and wondrous sights . But I

wasn't prepared for the horror , oh the horror that practically made me sleep with the house lights on

, all the house lights , yikes ! This book will go down in history as absolutely the scariest pop up

book ever made ! Not for the kiddies though as this will probably cause involuntary loss of bladder

control for them ( but hey , we've most all been there !). Please note - I recommend if you do get this

great work of art , that you slowly and carefully open your new prized possession as slow as a

"walker !" Because quick movement will only draw more walkers attention and may thus accidentally

damage the pages . Trust me , I'm an expert . Read with the lights on full power so even Z's are

easier on the eyes but if that fails go in disguise heh heh he ... .

This is everything that was expected, Anyone who does buy the book has to be very careful with the

book in turning pages and closing the book the things go back into place. As with any children's pop

up books. Although this is not intended for children! The person I bought it for very much enjoyed it.

My husband is a huge TWD fan. I bought this for his birthday! The book is very well made, arrived in

perfect condition. All the pop-ups work just like they're supposed to work. Overall, great book for any

TWD fan. I've never seen my husband's eyes light up that way. He's a very happy birthday boy,

thanks to .



Outstanding detail, a must have for the Walking Dead fan. Elaborate graphic pop ups tell the story

from beginning all the way to Terminus. Great artwork with fantastically designed pull tabs. Not

sutible for young children.

This book is a hilarious, but amazing piece of "paper engineering". The amount of clever folding, the

art on the paper, and how it's all put together is amazing, and really inspires artistically-minded folk

(and Zombie fans). Even if you're not into The Walking Dead, the sheer amount of work put into just

one page of this pop-up book will make you want to learn more. The pop-up paper-engineering is

intricate, but clean, and doesn't rip or tear by accident, as many pop-up books do. They are all done

really well. If you've watched the series, you will see all of your favorite scenes from season 1 and 2.

It's a fun book for adults and teenage kids.

The quality of this popup book is nothing less than AMAZING. The 'authors' are called 'Paper

Engineers' on the cover. An apt description, the construction of this book is stunning. I was highly

impressed, it was worth every penny.

I actually saw this book on Facebook and had to hunt for it. One of my best friends is in love with

Zombies in general, but loves the Walking Dead. I saw this book and immediately thought of her. I

did buy the book as a Christmas present, but I had to check it out for myself. Seriously, I love it. the

zombies pop out and each page features different segments of the Walking Dead Series. The

imagery is graphic and some of them look real. It is a well designed book and a perfect item for any

fan of the Walking Dead. You will NOT regret buying this book. I almost want to buy a second one

for myself.

I got this book for my husband for a Christmas gift.Of corse since the book was new it was back

ordered, but it arrived in time.He did love it, the book was nicely assembled, the art and pop ups

were awesome looking. I liked that each pop up portrayed memoriable things.This is something to

keep on the coffee table for others to look at when visiting. We have had several friends play with it

when over.We do though have to keep it out of kids hands.. As our toddler has almost ripped it.
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